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Abstract 
 

In this paper, the concept of meditation and perception energy transition states is configured described by the spirit 

energy transitions. Being life has been jeopardized situation due to the chaotic society. The technique that can be used 

to release and recover such problems is the challenge and being proposed. There are two techniques that can lead to 

obtain the mind concentration, where they are meditation ad mind-body considerations that have been successfully used 

for years. The descriptions of meditation and perception are performed by the spirit energy transitions of eight and 

sixteen levels respectively. The transition states and energy levels are explained, which can be useful for practitioners 

and world society. 
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1. Introduction 

After the big bang, the spirit is appeared in the forms of energies, where the origin of life is formed and confirmed by 

the birth and death cycle and dependent origination law by Lord Buddha [1-5]. Meditation can be used to rise up human 

brain performance, which has been popular practiced [6-8]. The meditation is the method that can make the spirit to be 

in the form of a single mind concept, which can be distinguished to be eight energy transition levels (M1 to M8. While, 

the Mindfulness consists of sixteen energy transition states(P1 to P16) by following the Four Mindfulness Foundation, 

where they are (i) Body, (ii) Sensation, (iii) Consciousness and (iv) Dhamma, where in practice, those states can be 

established by the mind-body consideration, in which the sequence of them is fixed without any change. Brain signal is 

formed by spirit within the embryo and recognized as the coherent light (photon) with a certain frequency [9-13], where 

the oscillation is sometimes forced by either external or internal environments. The two important states of meditation 

and mindfulness are the spirit oscillation time (∆t) and spirit energy ∆E approached zero, in which the spirit 

concentration and mind perception are taken placed, where finally, the meditation and perception are established. The 

meditation is established by single mind concept, where the reducing in nonlinear effect and noise of the brain signals 

are obtained [14].  

The brain signals can connect and form the network throughout the body [8], thus, the change in brain signal can cause 

the change in being behaviors. To obtain the brain performance improvement, the technique of brain signal noise 

reduction has become the challenge, where there are two important techniques, medical and natural treatments. The 

natural treatment one has become the interesting one, where they are the meditation and mind body consideration. 

These two techniques are different in terms of time and energy concepts, where the meditation is concentrated on spirit 

oscillation time, where it is finally approached zero(stopping condition), while the mind body one is concentrated on the 

spirit oscillation frequency(energy), where there are four states of them, where they are (i) form, (ii) sensation, (iii) 

mind and (iv) mind-object [3], where the last one is the collapsed spirit state, where the spirit energy is approached zero, 

which is called the “nirvana” state. In this paper, the two concepts of mind concentrations are analyzed and described, 

where they are meditation and perception in terms of oscillation time and frequency, which can be used for brain 

performance improvement. The concept of brain signal is formed by the spirit oscillation and generated by two-level 
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atom transition. The transition of energy is transformed to be eight and four levels by the meditative absorption and 

perception, respectively, which are discussed in details.  

2. Spirit energy transition model 

After big bang, spirit is a formed of energy and existed in the universe. The spirit signal is formed by the certain energy 

(frequency), where the embryo is active after fertilization. The spirit signal is oscillated, and the two-level atom system 

formed by the coherent light (photon). The oscillation frequency of the two-level atom is known as Rabi's oscillation 

frequency, which is defined as [10], [14] 

 

Xi,j = (di,j
 
. E0)/ħ 

 

Where  di,j  is the transition dipole moment for the ith to jth transition state, and   E0 = εE0 is the vector electric field 

amplitude which includes the polarization. Where ħ is the Plank’s constant. The numerator has dimensions of energy, so 

dividing by  gives an angular frequency. Where di,j = d*j,i, it cannot assume that Xij =   X*j,i  as εE0 may be complex, as 

in the case of circularly polarized light (photon. In principle, the individual being spirit frequency cannot be the same, 

where the being privacy is remained by the frequency distinction. The spirit energy is formed in terms of energy as ħν, 

which means that the active spirit is oscillated (moved) in time, alternatively, the stopped spirit, the energy is vanished. 

3. Contemplation and perception 

In the meditation, the spirit signal is confined by a single frequency (energy), where the oscillation time will be reduced 

and ended up by the smallest value(or zero), which means that the spirit is a single peak signal at the stopping in time 

situation [15]. While, in this situation the energy level is transformed from two-level atom to be eight and 16 levels with 

different energy values, which are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The tunable energy value is always needed to 

justify the energy transition state, which may be affected and caused the meditation situation, which is called an 

emptiness state. In this method, the certain energy value is remained, where the meditative absorption is obtained by the 

practical ways that they are (i) directed attention, (ii) examination, (iii) rapture, (iv)pleasure, (v) single mind, where 

there is no vanished energy state occurred. However, the traveling of spirit in space without time (time independence) is 

established, where the spirit can travel freely in time. The other method is known as mind-body consideration, we begin 

with ∆E∆t ≈ ħ, where the spirit oscillation nonlinear effect can be reduced [3]. There are sixteen energy-level values, 

where they are P1 to P16 and called the perception. By using the mind-body consideration, the last remain energy is 

approached zero (∆E→ø). In principle, there are four situations such as (i) consciousness, (ii) sub-consciousness, (iii) 

unconsciousness and (iv) nirvana that can be used to describe the perception. In this situation, the spirit energy is 

reduced and divided to be sixteen energy levels, where the spirit the final state is oscillated without energy (no 

oscillation). In Figure 2, he transitions of the two-level energy system to be eight and sixteen levels are formed by 

meditation and mind body consideration, where they are meditative absorption and perception. The eight states of 

meditation absorption are originated on top and the energy and time reducing to the bottom, where in this case, the spirit 

oscillation time is approached zero, while the spirit energy is remained with a minimum value. The result of mind body 

consideration is also seen in Figure 2, where the energy is approached zero when the time goes on, in which the 

emptiness situation is existed within the mind-body consideration cycle, where there are sixteen energy levels, the last 

one is called nirvana state, where the practitioner is known as Buddhist Saint [16]. The meditation is the method that is 

directed to the concentration while the mind-body consideration is a cycle that the concentration is existed at the edge of 

the emptiness. The meditation is rarely lead to meet the nirvana sate, while the mind-body consideration is more relaxed 

and easier to reach the nirvana state than the meditation. However, the high level of meditation can reach the spirit 

stopping condition and Cerenkov radiation, in which the spirit can freely be traveling in time, aura shiny and super 

power holder. But the spirit energy has never been zero by the meditation; therefore, the death nirvana is difficult to 

obtain. In Eight Noble Paths, the perception is obtained before meditation by the following considerations as (i) body, 

(ii) sensation, (iii) mind and(iv) mind-object, where the sequence of them is important, where alternatively, uncertainty 

principle is occurred [3]. In Figure 3, the relics are formed on the noble monk (Buddha Saint), which is the everlasting 

material and existed in universe, which is satisfied the conservation of energy law. 
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Figure 1: Spirit signal oscillation with time 

 

 
Figure 2: Meditation and Perception states obtained by concentration and Mind-Object (Body) consideration. The origin and ended spirit signals are 

oscillated with time that can be claimed as the first digital signal concept since 2,600 years ago. There are 8 levels and 16 levels in contemplation and 

perception, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 3: Noble monk body and relics at Thoong-Samakkee Dhamma Monastery, Suphanburi, Thailand in January, 2015 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

During the deep contemplation, the speed of spirit signal oscillation in time will be decreased (∆t→ø), from which the 

high energy spirit signals is approached (ħν), where the slow speed spirit oscillation in time is occurred. This means that 

the conditions of high spirit energy value and slow oscillation time can lead to the black hole(nano black hole) condition, 

from which the spirit can travelling in time to other worlds via the warmhole. In this situation, the high gravity value 
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can be used to support this concept, where the high gravity tunnel is become the fifth dimension (i.e. 3 dimensions in 

space, time and gravity), the gravity dimension is the new independent one from space and time.   

The concepts of contemplation and perception have been described in terms of spirit signal energy distributions, in 

which the spirit energy is quantized and oscillated by the specific frequency. The brain signal is formed by the spirit 

signal after fertilization, and life has begun. The transferring of energy transition from Rabi's oscillation to eight energy 

levels and sixteen energy levels are explained. The concentration can be obtained by either meditation or mind-body 

consideration. The reductions of spirit energy and oscillation time during the perception and contemplation are also 

explained, which can be concluded that the nirvana state can be established by the perception, while it is rarely 

established by the contemplation. Alternatively, the deep contemplation may cause the risk of mind in black hole.  
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